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Book Descriptions:

bosch pho 20-82 planer manual

We have 3 Bosch PHO 2082 manuals available for free PDF download Original Instructions Manual,
Operating Instructions Manual. Sound pressure level 86 dBA; Sound power level 97 dBA. The
carbide blade TC has 2 cutting edges and can be reversed. The voltage of the pow er source must
agree with the voltage specified on the nameplate of the machine. Ask your question here. Provide a
clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for
your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Bosch PHO 2082 owners to properly answer
your question. Ask a question This manual comes under the category Planers and has been rated by
2 people with an average of a 7.4. This manual is available in the following languages English,
Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Swedish, Portuguese, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Turkish,
Greek. Do you have a question about the Bosch PHO 2082 or do you need help. Ask your question
here Bosch PHO 2082 specifications Brand ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the
manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from
more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the
product you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the
search bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher.
com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. If you
are here, it was rather the case. However, you are not the only person having problems with keeping
the operation manual of all household devices. Below are few guidelines regarding how and why you
should collect the product manuals. However, we believe that the manuals should include the most
important and needed information about Bosch PHO 2082, not to discourage the user to
read.http://esperanzadeavila.com/fotos/c510-manual-pdf.xml

bosch pho 20-82 planer manual, bosch pho 20-82 planer manual, bosch pho 20-82
planer manual, bosch pho 20-82 planer manual pdf, bosch pho 20-82 planer manual
download, bosch pho 20-82 planer manual instructions, bosch pho 20-82 planer
manual 2017.

Obviously, if a device Bosch PHO 2082 has multiple advanced functions, we will not avoid a high
amount of information in this document. Then, it will be much easier to find it than look through the
purchase boxes which have already been thrown away by you or any other of household members. It
will be enough to clear the drawer once in a year and throw away any manuals of the devices you do
not use anymore. Thus, you can avoid storing any unnecessary documents and keep only those which
are valid. You can also download and print the manual Bosch PHO 2082 to place it in your drawer.
Check for misalignment or bind ing of moving parts, breakage of pa rts and any other condition that
may affect the power tool’s operation. Dep ending on the application, mount the reba ting depth stop
24 with fas tening bolt 23 to the machine. We should do this for several simple reasons First of all
view first pages of the manual, you can find above. You should find there the most important
technical data Bosch PHO 2082 thus you can check whether the hardware meets your expectations.
When delving into next pages of the user manual, Bosch PHO 2082 you will learn all the available
features of the product, as well as information on its operation. The information that you get Bosch
PHO 2082 will certainly help you make a decision on the purchase. You will learn then if you
properly used the available features, and whether you have not made any mistakes, which can
shorten the lifetime Bosch PHO 2082. Almost always you will find there Troubleshooting, which are
the most frequently occurring failures and malfunctions of the device Bosch PHO 2082 along with
tips on how to solve them. All manuals on ManualsCat.com can be viewed completely free of charge.
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By using the Select a language button, you can choose the language of the manual you want to view.
Power Tools DivisionGermanyLuxemburg.
Entsorgung.http://magicbeautyeyelash.com/images/upload/20200901215431_f60641c4a84e5b85e5f1
f4cfbb86e666.xml

Elektrowerkzeuge, Zubehor und Verpackungen sollen einerWerfen Sie Elektrowerkzeuge nicht in
den Hausmull! Nur fur EULander. Gema der Europaischen Richtlinie.
AltgerateundihrerUmsetzunginnationales. Recht mussen nicht mehr gebrauchsfahige.
Elektrowerkzeuge getrennt gesammelt undAnderungen vorbehalten. English. Safety Notes. General
Power Tool Safety Warnings. Read all safety warnings and all inSave all warnings and instructions
for future reference. The term “power tool” in the warnings refers to your mainsWork area
safetyElectrical safetyNever modifyUnmodified plugs andThere is an increased risk of electric shock
if your body isWaterenteringapowertoolwillincreasetheriskofelectricNever use the cord for
carrying,Keep cord awayUseofa cord suitablePersonal safetyA moment of inattention while opAlways
wear eyeEnsure the switch is inCarrying power tools with your finger on the switch or enUse of dust
collection can rePower tool use and careThe correct power tool will do theCheck for misalignment or
bindMany accidents are caused by poorly maintained powerProperlymaintainedUse of the power
tool for operations different from thoseServiceThis will enPlaner Safety
RulesAnexposedrotatingcuttermayengagethesurfaceleadingHolding theThey could be injured by
rotating parts.Otherwise the planer can become wedged and lead to injuProducts sold in GB only
Your product is fitted with anIf the plug is not suitable for your socket outlets, it should beThe
replacement plug shouldThe severed plug must be disposed of to avoid a
possibleProductssoldinAUSandNZonlyUsearesidualcurrentdeProduct Description and SpecificaRead
all safety warnings and all instrucIntended Use. The machine is intended for planing of firmly
supportedIt is also suitaProduct Features. The numbering of the product features refers to the
illustraA complete overview of accessoriesTechnical Data. Measured sound values determined
according to EN 60745. Typically the Aweighted noise levels of the product are.

Soundpressurelevel86 dBA;Soundpowerlevel97 dBA. Wear hearing protection! Vibration total values
ah triax vector sum and uncertainty KThe declared vibration emission level represents the main
apHowever if the tool is used for differentThis may significantly inAn estimation of
thelevelofexposure tovibrationshouldalsoThis may sigIdentify additional safety measures to protect
the operatorDeclaration of Conformity. We declare under our sole responsibility that the product
deD70745 LeinfeldenEchterdingen. Robert Bosch GmbH, Power Tools Division. D70745
LeinfeldenEchterdingenChanging the ToolUse only original Bosch carbide blades TC.
ThecarbidebladeTChas2cuttingedgesandcanbereversed.
Whenbothcuttingedgesaredull,theplanerblade13mustbereDisassembling the Planer Blades see figure
A. To reverse or replace the planer blade 13, rotate the bladeAssembling the Planer Blades see
figure B. The guide groove of the planer blade always ensures continuIf required, clean the blade
seat in the clamping element 11When assembling the planer blade, ensure that it is
seatedAfterwards tighten the 2 fastening screws 12 again with the. Allen key 14. Note Before
restarting, check if the fastening screws 12 areCertain dusts, such as oak or beech dust, are
consideredPlaner PHO 2082. Article number 0 603 365 1. Rated power input W 680. Output power
W 320. Noload speed min1Weight according toDr. Egbert Schneider. Senior Vice President.
Engineering. Helmut Heinzelmann. Head of Product CertificationObserve the relevant regulations in
your country for theClean the chip ejector 1 regularly. Use a suitable tool e.g., aThey could be
injured by rotating parts. External Dust Extraction see figure C. An extraction hose O 35 mm 15
accessory, can be atConnect the vacuum hose 15 to a vacuum cleaner accessoThe vacuum cleaner
must be suitable for the material beingWhen vacuuming dry dust that is especially detrimental
toIntegrated Dust Extraction see figure CChoice of Chip Ejector Side.
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With the selector lever 4, the chip ejector 1 can be switchedThe selected ejection direction is
indiOperation. Operating Modes. Adjusting the Planing Depth. With the adjustment knob 2, the
planing depth can be adjust. Park Rest see figure G. The park rest 25 allows the machine to be set
down directlyWhile planing, the park rest 25 is tiltNote The park rest 25 may not be removed.
Starting OperationPower tools marked withSwitching On and Off. To start the machine, first push
the lockoff button for theWhen not using the power tool, switch it off in order to saveWorking
Advice. Planing see figure G. Set the required planing depth and place the front part of theSwitch
the machine on and guide the machine with even feedTo achieve highgrade surfaces, work only with
low feed andWhen machining hard materials e.g. hardwood as well asExcessive feed reduces the
surface quality and can lead toOnly sharp blades achieve good cutting capacity and give theThe
integrated park rest 25 also allows for continued planingBeveling Edges see figure H. The Vgrooves
in the front planer base plate allow quick andDepending on requiredFor this, placeGroove to be used
Dimension aMount the parallel guide 17 or beveling guide 21 to the maLoosen the locking nut 19
and adjust the requested rebatingTighten the locking nut 19 again. Adjust the requested rebating
depth accordingly with the reCarry out the planing procedure several times until the reBeveling with
the Beveling Guide. When beveling rebates andMaintenance and Service. Maintenance and
CleaningEnsureeasyoperationoftheparkrest25andcleanitregularly. If the machine should fail despite
the care taken in manufacInallcorrespondenceandsparepartsorder,pleasealwaysinAftersales Service
and Customer Assistance. Our aftersales service responds to your questions concernOur customer
service representatives can answer your quesGreat Britain. Robert Bosch Ltd. B.S.C.. P.O. Box 98.
Broadwater Park. North Orbital Road. Denham. UxbridgeOrigo Ltd.

Unit 23 Magna Drive. Magna Business Park. City West. Dublin 24. Australia, New Zealand and
Pacific Islands. Robert Bosch Australia Pty. Ltd. Power Tools. Locked Bag 66. Clayton South VIC
3169. Customer Contact Center. Inside Australia. Inside New Zealand. Outside AU and NZRepublic
of South Africa. Customer serviceJohannesburg. Unit E, Almar CentrePinetown. Democracy Way,
Prosperity Park. Milnerton. Bosch Headquarters. Midrand, Gauteng. Disposal.
Themachine,accessoriesandpackagingshouldbesortedforDo not dispose of power tools into
household waste!Perhaps the users of ManualsCat.com can help you answer your question. By filling
in the form below, your question will appear below the manual of the Bosch PHO 2082. Please make
sure that you describe your difficulty with the Bosch PHO 2082 as precisely as you can. The more
precies your question is, the higher the chances of quickly receiving an answer from another user.
You will automatically be sent an email to inform you when someone has reacted to your question.
Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out
of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
After purchase, you will receive an email with further information. Terms and Conditions apply.
Learn more. Amazon Business For businessexclusive pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable
VAT invoices. Create a free account Representative 21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay
Ltd, over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.Please try your search again later.You can edit
your question or post anyway.For exceptions and conditions, see Return details.If you are a seller for
this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support They are precision ground
with two cutting edges and reversible for extended life.

The planer blades are suitable for AEG Atlas Copco EH82, EH82.1, EH700, EH822,H750, H500,
EH382, EH800, EH450. Casals CE82, CE98ACE.Felisatti TP282. Ferm FP82. Freud FE82, FE82VCE.
Haffner FH224. Hitachi F20, FU20, P20V, P20SA. HolzHer 2321, 2321S, 2322, 2223. Hafell EHU82,
MHU82, MHU82S, MHU82D. Makita M102, 1900, 1900B, 1901, 1125, 1100, 1923, 1923BD, 1923H,
1902, FB0800. Metabo EXPERT, 4382, HO0882, HO8382. Ryobi L282, L1323A,HL82, L1835, L180,
GH014, EPN7582. Skil 92H, 94H, 95H, 96H, 97H. Specifications Length 82mm. Width 5.5mm.
Thickness 1.1mmIn order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to



navigate to the next or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a
machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors
including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that
establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. Tim Baxter 5.0 out of 5 stars Delivery
within 24hrs and saved the weekend. My thanks to all.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Con buen corte y buen ajuste.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Learn
more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when your payment
clears opens in a new window or tab.

Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab See the sellers listing for full details. We will not accept the return of Machines.
Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in
the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions
opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 844. The actual VAT requirements and rates may vary depending on the final sale. It is
amazing but the blade fit is better than the last Bosch original blades I purchased a while ago. I will
be using these blades from now on. So far Ive done about 25 metres of Mahogany 3inch beam, that
is planed all four sides for both finish and size reduction. Each beam has been planed down by 4mm
on three sides. The blades are like new! Electric planer working as new now. Will try not to plane
any nail heads. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Something went wrong. Bosch Planer Coil Ph0 1582 12.99 Make offer
Bosch Planer Coil Ph0 1582 GENUINE BOSCH 2608635350 WOOD RAZOR HM TUNGSTEN
CARBIDE FINE CUT PLANER BLADES 18.98 Make offer GENUINE BOSCH 2608635350 WOOD
RAZOR HM TUNGSTEN CARBIDE FINE CUT PLANER BLADES Genuine Bosch Gho18v Handle Assy
2605 133 023 7.25 Make offer Genuine Bosch Gho18v Handle Assy 2605 133 023 Bosch Planer
Blades 82 5.5 mm Wood Razor 3.99 Make offer Bosch Planer Blades 82 5.5 mm Wood Razor Go to
next slide Make an offer Fresh Deals this Way Find what you’re looking for, for even less. Sell on
eBay Sell Planers User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Terms apply.

Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.For exceptions and
conditions, see Return details.If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates
through seller support Click here for a larger image. Bosch PHO 2082 Powerful and Compact Like a
sander, the planer is a tool for working on wooden surfaces. While a sander processes the wood
using the grit on the sanding paper, a planer cuts off entire chips. In contrast to standard, handheld
planers, this Bosch power tool planer works with a blade drum that rotates at high speed. It provides
fast and precise planing with high material removal rate. The PHO 2082 works in a typically Bosch
way fast, precise and efficient. The combined front handle and cutting depth adjustment knob
provides a safe handling and precise cutting depth adjustment. The patented Wood Razor blade
system ensures easy planing without having to exert force, the easiest and fastest blade changing
method and high surface quality. The compact tool features a powerful 680 watt motor and weighs
only 2.2 kg, which ensures low fatigue working over prolonged periods of time and under difficult
working conditions. The PHO 2082 can last up to 50 hours of uninterrupted running without a motor
burnout. The PHO 2082 copes with most planning tasks without problem. The noload speed of the



tool is 19,500 rpm. The Bosch Planer PHO 2082 features a cutting depth up to 2.0 mm and a
rebating depth of maximum of 8 mm, making it ideal for projects such as Chamfering edges
Smoothing and planing doors Rebating Fitting windows, worktops and shelves Removing paint The
rebating depth stop limits the planing depth during rebating, while the parallel guide limits the
rebating width. Patented Wood Razor System The electronically balanced blade drum provides users
with a higher cutting speed and a higher planing quality on the surface.

The included blade is a high quality tungsten carbide blade, which lasts twice as long as a twoblade
system as friction is reduced. Users are able to change the knife of the blade quickly and easily by
loosening only two Allen screws. Dust Extraction Facility The dust extraction capability is via the
integrated dust spout at the side of the machine. Simply connect a suitable vacuum cleaner via the
optional adaptor such as the Bosch PAS 1121 or a dust bag optional accessory for effective dust
management and a cleaner working environment at all times. Auxiliary Handle The adjustable
auxiliary handle has two functions. Firstly, it provides safe handling of the planer and secondly it can
be used to set the cutting depth stepbystep, even during planing. Other Features The PHO 2082
features a V groove for easy chamfering or bevelling of edges. The automatically extending parking
rest prevents damage to the workpiece or planer blade when putting the planer down In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. K. M. Jacobs 5.0 out of 5 stars It is very well put together and
feels like it will last forever and yet, it is still not as heavy as many competitor products and that
means you can use it for larger projects without causing discomfort. It has a good depth range and
the waste exhaust can be set to left or right. On this particular model, it also had a good sized waste
collection bag included which helps to keep the work area tidy. Although I havnt needed to yet,
changing the planer blade looks quite easy with just two recessed allen screws to be released in
order to change over the blades.

A small range of additional accessories can be obtained to give the tool greater functionality and of
course, being designed and manufactured by those efficient Germans at Bosch, you can rest assured
that it will provide you with trouble free long service. However, even without a carry case, this is
easily the best value power planer for the price.This machine has done all that I have asked for it to
do. I know it is more for a DIYer and is not a more expensive heavy duty planer but it has done a lot
of work for me and has made my renovation work easier. Good buy and recommended.Used it daily
in my woodworking business and was easy and comfortable to use. Replacement blades easy to fit
and true up. Quick to reduce wood down, I use the planer on a lot of hardwoods oak, elm and sweet
chestnut always a joy to use.It is much easier to replace the small blades than keeping a manual
plane blade sharp and it allows wood to be planed to size with ease.Much lighter and easier to use
than my old Black and Decker where the g force made level planing difficult. Dust bag works well if
you fit it right like I didnt the first time round!!Arrived very promptly and well packaged. They’ve
remained sharp after repeated use with no discernible degradation loss of sharpness. The only
reason I’ve bought this reversible blade is each side got notches from accidentally running over
hidden nails. I just need a clean blade for high quality finishing. The damaged blades can still be
used for first, but still good quality planing of rough wood or shaving paint off wood. I bought the
blade in shop as I could get it on the day. Another point is these last so long, not seeming to dull, and
nails and nicks aside, that it really is an investment. Register now User ID Overview Settings Logout
Enter a search term Home Products. Accessories for Planers Parallel guide MyBosch SignIn Not a
member. To find out more or to optout, please check our Cookie Policy.

For further information check our Privacy Policy. Accept Home Electronics Bosch PHO 2082 Planer



240v Oh snap. Looks like “Bosch PHO 2082 Planer 240v” has already been sold. Check out some
similar items below. You may be also interested in Panasonic Phone Corded Phone Answer Phone
Cisco Phone Home Phone Gigaset Phone Phone And Answering Machine Cordless Phone Answering
Razer Phone bt cordless phone digital cordless phone bt paragon corded phone answer machine
retro phone home phone corded phone See similar items Bosch Planer 60.00 Bosch Planer Used for
one project in excellent condition. Paid 150 selling for 60 ELU MFF80 240V Electric Planer 75.00
ELU MFF80 240V Electric Planer in boxCollection only Bosch GBH 220 D 240v drill 50.00 Barely
used Bosch GBH 220 Boschhammer drill with case. High drilling rate and higher chiselling
performance than other rotary hammers in the entrylevel class Lightweight and compact, ideal for
working overhead. Robust stacked construction for a long lifetime. Versatile range of applications
due to chisel function. Overload clutch to protect the user and the machine. Continuously variable
speed control for clean drilling starts. Impact Mikita power planer 50.00 82mm 1923B power planer
with.Parkside planer 40.00 New, collection Weekly planer 5.00 Brand new 240v sander 20.00 Works
great as should Bosch Professional Planer GHO 26 82D 110v 75.00 Bosch Professional Planer GHO
26 82D 110v. Exdisplay no remote no stand no box never been used domestically with light scratch
on the screen in perfect condition Titan 3mm planer 45.00 Model No SF823N. Includes. Planer.
Spare drive belt. Dust collection bag. Parallel guide. Rebate depth guides. Allen key and spanner for
blade change. Instruction manual Stanley wood planer 4.00 Stanley wood planer Challenge mp4992
planer 15.00 Good working order 240v in the box Dewalt planer 230v 80.00 Light use still in good
condition Makita planer 110v 50.

00 Needs new blades and box is a bit damaged but works perfect Focus wood planer 3.00 Focus
wood planer Ryobi router 240v 100.00 used good conditionVery powerful machine that flys through
18mm ply, pretty much new condition, I have a new skillsaw so no longer needed. I can deliver
locally Transformer 240v Bargain 39.99 if u have question let me know north London Makita Drill
240V 30.00 As Pictured and Described. Used, But in working condition. The coffee machine has been
hardly used and is in perfect working order. If you have any questions please let me know. Thank
you. Antony Ryobi Wood Planer 750w 30.00 For sale is excellent condition Ryobi wood planer 750w
bosch 10.00 bosch Sale BOSCH 40.00 45.00 220230V 5060Hz 500W Makita saw and planer 50.00
Used Makita saw and planer Working fine but need new batteries the batteries doesn’t hold the
charger for long collection only. No offer please Bosch 15.00 Bosch circular saw blade brand new
never been out of the box Sold item Switch to the previous item image Switch to the next item image
Description Planer is in full working order comes with dust bag good condition blade.Cable has been
damaged as pictured, I will seal the damage with electrical tape however use it this way at your own
discretion.Great tool, great condition, little use as i use 110v planer on site.Cable has been damaged
as pictured, I will seal the damage with electrical tape however use it this way at your own
discretion.Great tool, great condition, little use as i use 110v planer on site.Bosch PHO 2082 Planer
240v 50.00 Sold SW11 London Borough of Wandsworth Share Share Description Planer is in full
working order comes with dust bag good condition blade.Cable has been damaged as pictured, I will
seal the damage with electrical tape however use it this way at your own discretion.Great tool, great
condition, little use as i use 110v planer on site.

Cable has been damaged as pictured, I will seal the damage with electrical tape however use it this
way at your own discretion.Great tool, great condition, little use as i use 110v planer on site.Shpock
is a marketplace and classifieds platform that brings millions of private buyers and sellers across the
United Kingdom together London, Brighton, Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester, Leicester and
Liverpool are amongst the most active areas for second hand shopping.


